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Value your freedom or you will lose it, teaches history. 
'Don't bother us with politics', respond those who don't 

want to learn.
- Richard M. Stallman, Founder of FSF



A note on terminology: 
Free Software vs. Open Source



Free software: 
Software that ensures that the end users 
have freedom in using, studying, sharing 
and modifying that software. Free as in 

“free speech” not “free of charge.”



Open source software: 
Software for which the original source 

code is made freely available and may be 
redistributed and modified.



Open source vs. Free software

Literal meaning is 
less philosophical

Literal meaning is 
more easily 

misinterpreted, 
actual meaning is 

philosophical



FLOSS: 
Free/Libre and Open Source Software 

(preferred)



● Philosophy of organized labor vs. free software
● Tactics of Organized Labor
● The rise of free software 
● Why do people work on free software?
● The Internet & Organized labor

Agenda



Philosophical similarities between free software 
movement and organized labor



To be free, the workers must have choice. To have choice they must retain in their own 
hands the right to determine under what conditions they will work. 

- Samuel Gompers, longest serving president of American Federation of Labor (AFL)

Value your freedom or you will lose it, teaches history. 'Don't bother us with politics', 
respond those who don't want to learn.
- Richard M. Stallman, Founder of FSF

Freedom/Choice



At the core, labor unions (we) are working men and women, unified as one force. Despite any 
personal differences that may exist between us, we have banded together to protect and improve 
the lives of workers. We rise up together for the greater good. We defend one another like family. 

- Sue Carney, Former Director of HR for American Postal Workers Union

“If you focus your mind on the freedom and community that you can build by staying firm, you will 
find the strength to do it.”

- Richard Stallman, Founder of FSF

The importance of community



Nothing counts but pressure, pressure, more pressure, and still more pressure 
through broad organized aggressive mass action.

—A. Philip Randolph, labor unionist, civil rights activist

The most effective way to strengthen our community for the future is to spread 
understanding of the value of freedom—to teach more people to recognize the 
moral unacceptability of nonfree software. People who value freedom are, in 

the long term, its best and essential defense.
- Richard Stallman, Founder of FSF

Applying pressure through numbers



🏆 Organized labor: 
Tactics, & Achievements



No man can be a good citizen unless he has a wage more than sufficient to cover the 
bare cost of living, and hours of labor short enough so after his day's work is done he will 
have time and energy to bear his share in the management of the community, to help in 

carrying the general load.
- Theodore Roosevelt

What is organized labor?



Organized labor: The Tactics

The strike: withholding of labor



Organized labor: The Tactics

Picketing: Gathering near an institution 
(usually with signs to inform others), 

often combined with a strike



Organized labor: The Tactics

Boycott: Refusing to buy a company’s 
products



Organized labor: The Tactics

Community building: deliberate 
engagement with communities



The Opposition: Anti-union tactics

In 2018, 48 percent of nonunion workers said they would join a 
union if they could; yet just 10.7 percent of workers belong to a 

union today.



The Opposition: Anti-union tactics

Employers spend $340 million/year on 
union avoidance consultants.
- Economic Policy Institute



The Opposition: Anti-union tactics
- Forcing employees to attend daily anti-union meetings 
- Plastering the workplace with anti-union posters, banners, and video ads
- Instructing managers to: 

- tell employees that there’s a good chance they will lose their jobs if 
they vote to unionize

- hold multiple one-on-one talks with each of their employees, 
stressing why it would be bad for them to vote in a union

- tell employees that pro-union workers are “the enemy within”
- grill subordinates about their views on unionization, effectively 

destroying the principle of a secret ballot



The Opposition: Media coverage



The Opposition: Media coverage
“The shallow, stereotyped and overwhelmingly negative coverage 

of teachers’ unions places them in a defensive position in the 
national news media and forces them to fight an uphill battle for 

deeper public appreciation of their connection to meaningful 
reform,” Research Company FrameWorks Institute 



The Opposition: Worker 
disengagement



The Opposition: Worker 
disengagement



🎖 Labor achievements



● 36 states adopted workmen’s 
compensation

● Several states: one day’s rest in 7, 
limits on night work, limits on work 
day, minimum wage laws

Labor achievements: 1912-1918



● 40-hour workweek
● Overtime pay over 40 hours
● Federal minimum wage
● Abolished child labor

Labor achievements: 1930s



● 1913: 23,000 workers died on the job
● 2017: 5,147 workers died on the job

Labor achievements: Safety



Decline in workers covered by a union 
from 27% in 1979 to 11.6% in 2019



● CEO compensation has grown 940% since 1978
● Typical worker compensation has risen only 12%
● CEO compensation ratio is 278-to-1 

(up from 58-to-1 in 1989, 20-to-1 in 1965)

Effects of decline in organized labor



Effects of decline in organized labor



Future of organized labor

● Teachers strikes
● Fight for 15 
● Increases in union favorability



[Abridged] History of Free/Libre and 
Open Source Software



1950s and 1960s: 
Public domain software



1955: 
SHARE users group



1969: 
ARPANET makes sharing source code 

easier



17 January 1969: 
United States vs. IBM alleged that 

bundled software was anticompetitive



1974:  
U.S. Commission on New 

Technological Uses of Copyrighted 
Works (CONTU) decided computer 

programs were subject to copyright



1980s:  
Trend to only release machine 

executable (not human readable code)



1983:  
GNU Project



1985:  
Free Software Foundation created



1991:  
Linux kernel released



1998:  
Open Source Initiative



🌱 Growth in free software



“When I built my first company starting in 1999 it cost $2.5 million in infrastructure just to get started and 
another $2.5 million in team costs to code, launch, manage, market & sell our software.

The first major change in our industry was imperceptible to us as an industry. It was driven by the 
introduction of opensource software, most notably what was called the LAMP stack. Linux (instead of 

UNIX), Apache (web server software), MySQL (instead of Oracle) and PHP. Of course there were variants 
– we preferred PostGres to MySQL and many people used other programming languages than PHP. 

Open source became a movement – a mentality. Suddenly infrastructure software was nearly free. We 
paid 10% of the normal costs for the software and that money was for software support. A 90% disruption 

in cost spawns innovation – believe me.
- Mark Suster, Managing partner at Upfront Ventures

The rise of FLOSS



Free Software Contributions

 According to the 2015 Future of Open Source survey, 
78% of the 1,300 companies surveyed said their 
software created for customers was built on open 

source, nearly double that of 2010.



The rise of Git





Graph of source lines of code added [millions] 



🌎 What does free software do for the 
world?



● Kubernetes: 56% of companies expect use of 
containers to increase, 78% prefer Kubernetes

● OpenSSL: 46.59% of market share
● FireFox: 250 million users

🛣  Digital Infrastructure for the web



🏭 Makes it easier to start a company

What does free software do for the 
world?



⚡ Ignites passion in technology

What does free software do for the 
world?



“I wanted to learn to program but I didn’t have money. Not the 
college student version of not having money—my family situation 
was low-income, but also highly chaotic….This is going to seem 

strange to anyone [today], but at the time there were basically two 
options for someone who wanted to write real software: you could 

use a PC with Windows and pay extra for Microsoft’s 
development tools, or you could have access to a Unix system 

and use gcc….So my goal became to get access to accounts on 
Unix systems so I could learn how to write code and do cool stuff.” 

- Aubrey Eschright, about learning to code in the late 1990s



🛣  Provides digital infrastructure that 
  improves the web
🏭  Makes it easier to start a company
⚡  Ignites passion in technology

What does free software do for the 
world?



Free software Movement Tactics



    Education and awareness

    GNU Project, GNU GPL 

    Community building

Free software: The Tactics



    Education and awareness [picket]

    GNU Project, GNU GPL [boycott]

    Community building [community]

Free software: The Tactics



Next: Sustainability of work on free 
software



Heartbleed vulnerability

● 1998: Group of developers creates OpenSSL 
● 2014: 2/3 of the web encryption software depended on OpenSSL
● 1 April 2014: Heartbleed bug reported to OpenSSL  
● 7 April 2014: A fixed version of OpenSSL made available
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Heartbleed vulnerability

● 1998: Group of developers creates OpenSSL 
● 2014: 2/3 of the web encryption software depended on OpenSSL
● 1 April 2014: Heartbleed bug reported to OpenSSL  
● 7 April 2014: A fixed version of OpenSSL made available



Heartbleed vulnerability

“[S]ome might argue that [Heartbleed] is the worst vulnerability 
found...since commercial traffic began to flow on the Internet.” 

- Joseph Steinberg, cybersecurity columnist for Forbes



Heartbleed vulnerability

- Founder did not take a salary 
- Gross revenues primarily went to security-related 

testing
- Only enough funding to pay one developer full-time



Heartbleed vulnerability

“The mystery is not that a few overworked volunteers 
missed this bug; the mystery is why it hasn’t happened 

more often.“
- Steve Marquess, Founder of OpenSSL



Free software’s unpaid labor

“I’m looking at you, Fortune 1000 companies. The ones who include OpenSSL in 
your firewall/appliance/cloud/financial/ security products that you sell for profit, 

and/or who use it to secure your internal infrastructure and communications. The 
ones who don’t have to fund an in-house team of programmers to wrangle crypto 
code, and who then nag us for free consulting services when you can’t figure out 
how to use it. The ones who have never lifted a finger to contribute to the open 

source community that gave you this gift. You know who you are.”
- Marquess (OpenSSL Contributor)



Producers vs. consumers



Free software’s unpaid labor

“These guys don’t work on OpenSSL for money. They don’t do it for fame (who outside of geek 
circles ever heard of them or OpenSSL until ‘heartbleed’ [sic] hit the news?). They do it out of 
pride in craftsmanship and the responsibility for something they believe in. It takes nerves of 
steel to work for many years on hundreds of thousands of lines of very complex code, with 

every line of code you touch visible to the world, knowing that code is used by banks, firewalls, 
weapons systems, web sites, smart phones, industry, government, everywhere. Knowing that 
you’ll be ignored and unappreciated until something goes wrong. There should be at least a 

half dozen full time OpenSSL team members, not just one, able to concentrate on the care and 
feeding of OpenSSL without having to hustle commercial work. If you’re a corporate or 
government decision maker in a position to do something about it, give it some thought. 

Please. I’m getting old and weary and I’d like to retire someday.
- Marquess



Why do people work on free 
software?



“The Simple Economics of 
Open Source”



Money & Free Software
“ Open source has been such an incredible force for quality and community exactly 
because it's not been defined in market terms. In market terms, most open source 

projects should never have had a chance. Take Ruby on Rails. [...] That's a monumental 
achievement of humanity! Thousands, collaborating for a decade, to produce an 

astoundingly accomplished framework and ecosystem available to anyone at the cost of 
zero. Take a second to ponder the magnitude of that success. Not just for Rails, of 
course, but for many other, and larger, open source projects out there with an even 

longer lineage and success. It's against this fantastic success of social norms that we 
should be extraordinarily [sic] careful before we let market norms corrupt the ecosystem.

- David Heinemeier Hansson (DHH)



🧰 Experience
🎖 Prestige
💛 Community
🎯 Meaningful work 
📦 Using the product

Why do people work on free software?



What might a more sustainable free 
software community look like?



● Corporate donations or bounties 
● Subscription based funding 
● Foundation support 
● Having companies structure free software 

development into work time
● Crowdfunding 

Sustaining free software work



Rethinking our relationship to work

The value of your workThe money you get for your work



Rethinking our relationship to work

YouThe value of your workThe money you get for your work



How can free software support the 
labor movement?



2002: Open-source unionism:

“The Internet reduces to near-zero the marginal cost of providing 
information, advice and some direct services to members. And Net usage 
in America is approaching 80 percent of households or workplaces. What 
this means is that unions can be continuously communicating with even a 
vast membership, at a cost that is basically independent of the number of 
members. Servicing and coordination of a mass labor movement, drawing 
on membership more varied and dispersed than present membership, is 

economically feasible today in a way it was not just a few years ago.”



“This strike wouldn’t have happened without the 
grassroots organization through the private 

Facebook group.” 
- Ryan Frankenberry, an organizer with the 

progressive West Virginia Working Families Party



The Internet + Organized Labor

☎ Increased engagement with members

🛠 More effective organizing 

📣 Broader platforms for organized strikes



Software & Surveillance



Software & Surveillance
● In a 1993 survey of large corporations, 22 percent admitted they spied on 

their workers with some form of electronic surveillance and never told 
employees they were being monitored.

● By 1999, 45 percent of employers maintained active and continuous 
monitoring of employees.

● The latest surveys [2018] show that 67 percent of employers use some 
form of electronic spying on employees.



Software & Surveillance

A survey by the Bentley Center for Business Ethics found 
25% of employers allow information technology staff to 

look at other workers' internet activity and personal emails 
for any reason.



Software & Surveillance

“Walmart did get a lot of heat for its labor practices, but I think 
it has been supplanted by Amazon. Amazon has taken spying 

on workers and trying to understand workforce behavioral 
trends or predilections to the next level.”
- Ian Gold, director with the Teamsters



Software & Surveillance

Companies use anti-union surveillance tactics like:
● Monitoring email 
● Monitoring social media activity 
● Mapping anti-union sentiment based on location



The Internet + Organized Labor
“Massive privacy intrusions like this are to be expected when 
people shift from storing their media locally and using local 

software, to storing them on other people's servers and using 
hosted (Web) applications. Giants like Microsoft, Facebook and 

Google are vulnerable to government requests for user data, and 
there are better, more secure ways to share information online. 

Free software projects...are hard at work creating a less 
centralized world where users retain control over both their media 
and the software used to access it, while still getting the social and 
convenience benefits of the giant centralized -- and compromised 

-- services.”
- John Sullivan, Executive Director of FSF



Fight for free software & Fight for 
organized labor = 

Fight for freedom/control



How to get involved



● Hacktheunion
● Fatal encounters database
● Portside

Relevant projects



● Measure the usefulness of free software
● Encourage standards and licenses
● Build awareness in your circles

Free software advocacy: things you 
can help do



“As long as he owns your tools he owns your job, and if he 
owns your job he is the master of your fate. You are in no 

sense a free man. You are subject to his interest and to his 
will. He decides whether you shall work or not. Therefore, 

he decides whether you shall live or die. And in that 
humiliating position any one who tries to persuade you that 
you are a free man is guilty of insulting your intelligence.”

― Eugene V. Debs, 
Founder of Industrial Workers of the World



Thank you!


